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British Cultural Day- Anglia Way

British Art
In the art session
students looked at
the sculptor Henry
Moore. They looked
at the beautiful
bronze sculptures
that he created, like
the one below!

On Wednesday 28th April the pupils at Anglia Way all took part in British Cultural
Day. It was a fantastic opportunity for everyone to share their own lived
experiences but also reflect on what we really know about our own culture.
Everyone took part in each activity session which ranged from British food and
artwork to our fundamental British values and history. Everyone left the day feeling
that they had learnt something new about their own culture but had also been able
to share some prior knowledge!

The students then
took some giant
blocks of clay and
created their own
fantastic sculptures
in the style of Henry
Moore.

Traditional British Food
Students also took part in a session on traditional British food! They discussed classic British
meals and the seasons in which our food is produced.

Students were slightly bewildered to see the cheese rolling contest which takes places in
Gloucester on the Spring bank holiday. We didn’t have the giant cheese blocks so they
raced each other with Babybels across the playground instead!

Quotes:
‘I can’t believe St.
George killed a
dragon!’- BK

‘The cheese rolling
proved that British
people are a little bit
crazy’- CB

Afternoon Tea
Anglia Way saw the creation of a fabulous traditional Afternoon Tea, baked and created by Sam and
AK! The making and baking of all the sausage rolls, scones and sandwiches allowed AK to complete
her Foodwise course in her Life Skills lesson and it was so impressive to see just how much AK could
create in one day and her wide variety of cooking skills!

We ate lots and lots of egg, ham and cheese sandwiches, crispy sausage rolls (vegetarian options too)
and beautiful cakes and scones with jam and cream. Everyone went home feeling very full- yum!

A History of Britain!

Fundamental British Values

A huge task but with some help and discussion the
students managed to create a timeline of British
history as shown below- all the way from prehistoric
times to a modern-day Britain!

Pupils also focused on the fundamental British
values and how they uphold these within their
own lives. They had lots of conversations around
the fact that everyone is different and how we
must respect one another and encourage
individual liberty!

The Patron Saints
Our patron saints St. Andrew, St. David, St.
George and St. Patrick were all up for discussion
too and pupils played a game of pin the patron on
the map which was great fun!

Everyone has a personal best

